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While the effects of curvature on liquid crystals have been studied for decades, recent advances in production and characterization technologies have given us new exciting
opportunities to explore these effects, from a fundamental physics perspective and with
technological application in mind. We use coaxial capillary microfluidics to produce liquid
crystal shells, with isotropic liquids immiscible with the liquid crystal on the in- and outsides, and with electrospinning we make non-woven mats of core-sheath fibers containing
liquid crystal in more or less cylindrical confinement. Nematic, smectic and cholesteric
phases, subject to varying boundary conditions, are foci of our investigations, and we also
polymerize the samples after production, partially or completely. With the latter step we
can convert delicate liquid samples into long-term stable materials that can be easily handled. They may also exhibit new properties thanks to the polymerization. We will describe
the many fascinating surprises that we encountered while studying these novel curved liquid crystal systems, as well as our current efforts to apply them, primarily in wearable nonelectronic gas sensors [1], in security [2], and as unconventional actuators [3].

Fig. 1. Short-pitch cholesteric shells of varying composition, developing a complex photonic communication
patterns that may find use in secure authentication [2].
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